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ROCK LEA VIEW
CURLE
WThe Curlew’s distinctive long downcurved
Welcome to Rock Lea View! This viewpoint provides
a fantastic outlook across Lytchett Bay, one of the
most interesting sites for birdlife in the Poole
Harbour area.

Welcoming more than 160 different bird species
through the year, Lytchett Bay is particularly important
for waders, wildfowl and gulls. These birds travel from
all over the world to breed in the summer, or arrive for
our warmer winters from countries as far north as
Arctic
Russia and Greenland.
They are the soundscape to our walks and the
backdrop to those moments of joy when taking in the
view. This vantage point at Rock Lea View gives you
the chance to take a minute and breath it in, looking
and listening to the birds and to appreciate how far
they’ve flown.
As Poole Harbour becomes busier with walkers and
water sports you can help make a difference by
enjoying the wildlife at a distance. If you see birds
resting or feeding, take a different
route to avoid disturbing them.
Birds can be exhausted and
hungry from long migrations
and disturbing them means
they lose vital energy that
can take a long time to
replace.

bill makes them one of our most easily
recognised waders. They our are our
largest and most threatened shore bird.

Although Curlew don’t breed at Lytchett Bay
you can find them here year round. Whilst some
might only travel a short distance to nest on lowland
heath, others are likely to be joining us from Finland or
Russia for the winter. Listen out for their loud far-carrying
flutey whistles.

COMMON REDSHANK
Redshank can be identified by their unique long
orange- red legs. They are a grey-brown bird that
comes to life when they fly, often in flocks of 10 or
more, revealing bright white chevrons in the rear part
of their wing.
Redshank once bred commonly on the
saltmarshes of Lytchett Bay, but in recent
years sadly they have stopped. Now the
birds you see here will be visiting us on

migration from other parts of Britain and
Iceland.

LITTLE
EGRET This small white heron was once a rarity due to
historical persecution, but is now a common feature in
our wetland landscape. With better protections,
populations have returned to previous levels and
we can enjoy them throughout the year.
On autumn and winter evenings small flocks flying past
the viewpoint as they head to large communal roosts
around Poole Harbour. Make sure to check for their rarer
cousins Great White and Cattle Egret, both of which are
now becoming regular visitors.

AVOCET
This iconic emblem of the RSPB
was once a rare visitor to Lytchett
Bay and the wider Poole Harbour
area. Since the mid-1990s, its
populations
have
grown
considerably
thanks
to
conservation efforts in the UK and
western Europe.
Now Avocet visit us almost daily
between November and February,
and Poole Harbour is one of the
most important wintering areas in
the UK. Look out for rafts of
tightly packed white and

black birds swishing
their upcurved bill
through the soft mud
in search of food.

BLACK-TAILED
GODWIT
A long-legged wader

with a
straight elongated bill. These
flocking birds visit us in their
hundreds
during
spring
and
autumn as they migrate to and
from their breeding grounds in
Iceland. Their plumage changes
throughout the year turning from
dull grey-brown in winter to rich
burnt orange in spring and
summer.
Some individuals have coloured
rings on their legs, which allow us to
track them throughout the
year. This has revealed
that one female has
been visiting us
regularly for almost
20 years.

@BirdsofBARI @LytchettP
www.dorsetheaths.org.uk/ba
ri/
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